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"The prime function of an essay," said Thomas R. Cook 
in an article in the Education Magazine, "is to express the 
personality of the writer." 
Just how important this assertion by Cook is to this 
study will be discovered as the paper progresses, for this 
thesis is a study of the written compositions of the English 
students enrolled in the 0. J. Thomas High School, Cameron, 
Texas, during the school year 1951 - 1952, to show how they 
reveal the cultural background of the student. 
As an English teacher in Cameron, Texas, I have har­
bored an ever growing desire to know the cultural background 
of the students I teach. This knowledge, I reasoned, would 
be of much value to me in providing methods and techniques 
of teaching grammar and literature to help the student de­
velop an appreciation for the cultural values of life and 
better fit him for life in an ever changing society. 
I was not entirely ignorant of the student*s cultural 
environment, for Cameron is a very small town, and it is a 
simple matter to know general facts about the student*s 
cultural background. General information, however, was not 
what I wanted. What I sought was a method of obtaining 
direct, uninhibited information about the student's cul­
tural background through the student himself without his 
j 
Thomas R. Cook, "The Teaching of Essay Writing," 
Education LVTI (December, 1936), p. 33. 
2 
being aware that he was imparting such knowledge. Consider­
ing writing as a means of self-expression, I realized that 
a study of the student's written compositions would reveal 
the information I desired. The purposes then of this study 
are: 
To know the cultural background of the stu­
dents I teach 
To know the factors in the home and com­
munity environment which contribute to 
the existing cultural status of the students 
To employ methods and techniques of teaching 
English grammar and literature to meet the 
varied language needs of the high school 
English students according to their cultural 
background. 
Thorough research has revealed that this is not the 
first venture into a study of this nature. Related studies 
have been made and articles have been written which in some 
manner, if not always in the area of composition, bear some 
definite relation to this study. 
In 1945 - 1946, Lolita Allen Boone of Prairie View 
State University, Prairie View, Texas* made a critical study 
of the English teachers in a certain Texas County, particular­
ly as their attitudes, abilities and interests affected the 
background of their students. 
In Volume fifty-four of the School Review Magazine 
of December 1946, an article titled "Use of English Compo­
sitions to Gain Understanding of Pupils" appeared which 
3 
discussed at length compositions as a source of understanding 
pupils. 
L. B. Cross in Volume thirty-eight of The English 
Journal of December, 1949, in an article titled "Teaching 
English Aids Cultural Understanding" pointed out the many 
phases in English teaching through which the teacher learned 
the cultural background of her students. Finally, in 
December, 1941, an anonymous article called "Psychological 
Factors in Creative Writing" appeared in the Education 
Magazine. This article discussed psychological factors re­
vealed in student writing. 
Special attention must be given to certain terms used 
in the title the definitions of which are necessary if the 
reader is to have a clear interpretation of the theme. The 
writer wishes to make it clear that the definitions given 
here are those peculiar to this study alone. Whenever these 
terms are used, the meanings are intended to be the defini­
tions that follow. 
Three terms are considered: composition, culture, and 
background. 
Composition, in this study, is interpreted to mean 
that written work of the high school English student, par­
ticularly in the 0. J. Thomas High School, which he invents 
or produces as a result of his freedom of thought and self-
expression in his theme writing on assigned topics, his 
4 
creative thinking and his letter writing, according to his 
own structure, style and arrangement. 
Culture in this study is interpreted as the social and 
intellectual level of the student*s home environment in 
Cameron, Texas, with emphasis on the student's intellectual 
level as determined by training, improvement and refinement 
of mind, morals and tastes acquired by intellectual and 
aesthetic training. 
Background is interpreted as the mass of the student's 
experiences and training. 
In the first part of this discussion the interest is in 
setting up proof for the assumption that written compositions 
reflect cultural backgrounds. To be considered, however, 
is the fact that proper teaching techniques and methods must 
be used if desired objectives are to be realized in any 
teaching course. Chapter One, then, will be concerned with 
the teaching of written composition in the high school. 
CHAPTER I 
APPROACH TO WRITTEN COMPOSITION IN 
THE HIGH SCHOOL 
The word "write* for many high school students, es­
pecially those in the first and second years, is not a pleas­
ant word. Students just do not like to write. They recoil 
at the mere mention of the word. "To write," they say, "Oh 
no." Such a monster it is to them with its multiple claws of 
spelling, punctuation, capitalization, documentation, out­
lining and summarizing. Naturally, in this paper dislike is 
traced to cultural background. It isnft that students dis­
like picking up the pen to write nor the paper on which to 
write. It is a lack of appreciation for the art, and writing 
is, if anything else, an art. Appreciation of art, any type, 
is not instinctive. It is the result of seeing that thing, 
of understanding it, of reading about it, of knowing its 
value, of doing it. It is the results of cultural training. 
Lack of this training breeds dislike. Therefore, the very 
fact that students dislike writing in the first place reveals 
a discrepancy in cultural training. 
Perhaps, it is expedient to say here in regard to 
composition in the high school that the teaching of written 
composition is no easy task. Most authors agree that there 
is no subject more difficult to teach than writing. Edmond 
Meras in an article titled "The Teaching of Composition" 
6 
1 
said, "The teaching of composition is no easy task." 
H. Robinson Shipherd said, "There is no subject more diffi-
2 
cult to teach than this one of writing." Dorothy Williams, 
Chairman of Secondary Language Arts Teachers, Wilmington, 
Delaware, said, "The successful management of this kind of 
activity" (work in written composition) "is one of the most 
3 
difficult of teaching techniques." 
Yet Meras in the same sentence said, "... but it is 
a most interesting part of teaching if one wants to make it 
so." Shipherd in the same paragraph said, "Yet there is 
no impulse more natural to literate social beings than 
self-expression in language." In the same sentence in which 
she stated writing is one of the most difficult of teaching 
techniques, Dorothy Williams concluded that ". . . its ad­
vantages to teachers and pupils alike make it well worth the 
thought, the labor, and the patience it entails." 
There is no art finer, or subtler, or more expansive, 
expressive for the artist, enlarging for all than the art 
of writing. Practice in clear organized writing directly 
1 
Edmond Meras. "The Teaching of Composition," Education 
XXXV (1934-1935), 40. 
2 
H. Robinson Shipherd, The Fine Art of Writing (New 
York, 1936), p. 3» 
3 
Dorothy Williams, "Group Work in Composition," 
Teachers Service Bulletin in English III (April, 1949), 1. 
a 
each broadens his own outlook and grows as a social being 
in a social world, testing ideas he has acquired in the 
1 
more protected confines of his home. Often he finds that 
the precepts of his home are universal. Again he finds chal­
lenging differences; always he is stimulated to think. When 
he is stimulated thus, he is ready to arrange his ideas on 
paper. 
The question then arises, How shall he begin? If the 
teacher follows the average textbook, she will probably 
present a miscellaneous list of subjects, discuss a model or 
two in the text, and tell the pupil to write a theme for 
tomorrow or the day after. She is rather bored by the 
2 
procedure and so are the pupils. 
Instead this is the time for her to make the teaching 
of composition the most exciting subject in the school. How? 
By studying and learning the interests of the particular age 
she is teaching. By talking with her pupils she can discover 
subjects about which their ideas differ. This, then, suggests 
that the teacher of written composition is an indispensable 
factor for a successful composition program in the high 
school. As such she should have a clearly defined purpose, 
1 
Ruth M. Barns, "An Approach to Composition in the High 
School," The English Journal XXXV (November, 1946), p. 4#3. 
2 
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stimulates clear organized thou^it, and from this inseparable 
union of self-expression and character building springs one 
on the finest of those fine joys which belong to the teacher 
1 
and student. Hence, the teaching of good writing should be 
a great joy to the teacher and the practice of it a pleasure 
to the learner. Writing then becomes delight rather than 
drudgery. 
The writing of composition opens up new avenues for the 
student. Through composition his experiences are reflected; 
he receives self-confidence and is taught perseverance, all 
2 
important factors in the development of character. 
Integration of writing with the study of literature 
allows the student freedom to write on any subject that is 
of interest to him, and the teacher should be ever aware of 
the value of spontaneous use of opportune moments when the 
3 
situation suddenly lends itself to writing. 
Of prime importance in the matter of written composition 
is the teacher. She is a vital factor in determining whether 
or not the students want to write. 
She must be ever aware of the fact that adolescent 
boys and girls love to discuss and share ideas. In so doing 
1 
Shipherd, op. cit., pp. 3-6. 
2 
Rose Zeligs, "Pshcyological Factors in Creative Writing," 
Education LV (December, 1934), 231. 
3 
Ibid., p. 232. 
9 
the teacher for the student, the student for himself—both 
1 
the same. 
That purpose must be the mastery of composition as a 
means to the development of a trained mind and a strong 
character. The teacher must exercise great care to see that 
composition writing does not become merely the mastery of 
language. While academic and grammatical purposes are 
important, they are only temporary purposes. They are means 
to an end, that end being to lift, to enlarge and to glorify. 
Therefore, language is not the master but the servant, at 
2 
every moment a deft and agile one. 
The teacher can give every ounce of consideration 
to language in her grading of themes without making these 
servants of grammar stand out, thereby failing her main pur­
pose. Undue attention to grammatical errors detracts the 
student*s attention from self-expression and causes him to 
spend his time striving for perfection in grammatical con­
struction. At the same time, it too often gives pupils the 
idea that they have done well if they have few errors in 
3 
sentence structure, spelling, punctuation, or capitalization. 
x 
Shipherd, op. cit., p. IS. 
2 
Ibid., p. 19. 
3 
Barnes, o£. cit.. p. 4#5. 
10 
Since the purpose of written composition is to teach boys and 
girls to think in an orderly effective way for the develop­
ment of a trained mind and a strong character, nothing has 
been accomplished if the studentfs only interest is in correct 
1 
grammatical uses. 
The steps the teacher should take in correcting themes 
to carry out the purpose of written composition in high 
school have been outlined by Ruth M, Barnes in "An Approach 
to Composition in the High School." A summary of her dis­
cussion follows. 
The skillful teacher will write brief commendatory notes 
as well as give each pupil suggestions regarding his specific 
needs for improvement. Here are a few examples of such com­
ments taken from actual themes. 
"You have an excellent idea, but you write in 
such a childish, choppy style that your readers 
will fail to appreciate your good thought;" 
"Excellent unifying topic sentence and equally 
good clincher sentence;" "This shows marked 
improvement over your previous theme. Also by 
reading your paragraph aloud you have revised 
your sentences, thus gaining smoothness."; 
"Your paragraph sounds well, but what do you 
mean by *tortuous paths*? Remember the simple, 
clear style is more effective."2 
Following this type of correcting, the teacher may 
select the best of themes in the class concerned and read 
them to the class asking the pupils why each is a good one 
1 
Ibid.. p. 4#5. 
2 
Ibid., p. 4&6. 
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and adding her own comments. This is a valuable lesson and 
an important one. The teacher will keep faith with the 
pupils by never revealing who wrote the themes read. She 
should also ask if anyone objects to having his theme read 
providing the author*s name is not given. This is a 
necessary link between teacher and pupils, for if pupils 
are encouraged to be frank and honest in what they write, 
they must be confident that the identity of the writers of 
the themes read shall not be disclosed. Such a disclosure 
would at once discourage self-expression in written compo­
sition, thus thwarting the main purpose. 
In such a procedure as has just been discussed, the 
compositions will be returned to the students, who will make 
their own corrections and give reasons for the corrections. 
Again summarizing Ruth Barns, we quote results of actual 
corrections made by students. 
"I need a comma before the conjunction in a 
compound sentence," or " *There* is an adverb. 
I need *their*, the possessive pronoun," or "I 
failed to round out my paragraph with a satis­
factory concluding sentence. I should add the 
following: *It would be too bad, therefore, 
to deprive a traveler of his age-old privilege 
of deviating from the truth in order to be a 
more entertaining guest.* "1 
This type of training in learning to think and organize 
ideas in writing is what the teacher must give if she would 
1 
Ibid., p. 487. 
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achieve her purpose in written composition. Through this 
type of training in composition in the high school, the 
students will also be prepared to meet the demands in 
writing required of them in any freshman English course in 
any college. 
Emphasis, then, in composition writing is not to be 
placed on grammar and its uses which are mere "servants" to 
be handled by the student himself under the guidance of the 
teacher. The student must see that the immortal newness in 
his world is not in substance or even in ideas, but in 
individuals and individual experiences; that these are 
forever changing and new, and therefore the teacher*s interest 
in him is keen in proportion as his skill in language lets 
him show that personal, individual uniqueness of experience 
and emotion—the common instrument of language yielding 
2 
itself to the unique story, everywhere slightly different. 
The teacher, then, of written composition must be an 
understanding one, who realizes and practices the faculty 
of putting herself in the other's place. The close touch 
and understanding thus formed between the teacher and the 
pupil is one of the prime joys of teaching composition. In 
1 
Ibid.. p. 436. 
2 
Shipherd, op. cit., p. 10. 
13 
such a relationship she is not a task master, but a mental 
and spiritual gardner, nourishing, watering, and fostering 
the most exquisite and the most miraculous growths and un-
1 
foldings it is ever given one to see. 
Does she have conferences in such an idealic situation 
one may ask? No decent composition teaching can be done or 
even should be attempted without them. A good teacher of 
composition would not want to miss them. But cannot it be 
seen that conferences in the type of training discussed 
would be welcomed by the student as well as the teacher; 
composition writing as drudgery is completely dispelled and 
the security and warm understanding existing between student 
and teacher would serve as an incentive for conferences which 
would be a pleasure to both teacher and student. The teacher 
becomes more fascinated with the delicate mental and spiritual 
processes in her students. She watches for all possible 
signs of them, gauging her own skill and clumsiness, alert­
ness and stupidity. Everything her students do is revealing. 
Is this not what she wants? 
CHAPTER II 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF CULTURE AND ITS INFLUENCE 
ON SOCIAL BEHAVIOR 
Is man's behavior influenced by his cultural back­
ground? Consider this poem from ¥. T. Couch in his book titled 
Culture in the South. 
The wisdom of scribes cometh by opportunity of leisure; 
And he that hath little business shall become wise. 
How shall he become wise that holdeth the plow, 
That gloveth in the shaft of the goad 
That driveth oxen, and is occupied with their labors, 
And whose discourse is ef the stock of bulls. 
He will set his heart upon turning his furrows, 
And his wakefulness is to give his heifers their fodder. 
This poem was chosen not only because it is so appli­
cable to the chapter as a whole, the purpose of the chapter 
being to show factors present, especially in the South, which 
influence cultural development thereby determining man's 
social behavior. The poem clearly shows, as it compares the 
farmer with the scribe, how cultural influences affect man's 
living habits and behavior. The scribe by means of leisure 
becomes wise in his writing, but the farmer, who must toil 
"by the sweat of his brow" has no time for writing and does 
not gain the wisdom resulting there from. Geographical 
conditions influence the culture in his section and thus 
determine his behavior. It is a poem of the South, and 
15 
Cameron is a southern town, the site of this study. 
What influences culture in the South influences culture in 
Cameron. 
Perhaps, one of the greatest influences on culture 
in any section is geographical conditions. Considering the 
South, the first thing that comes to mind when we say geo­
graphical conditions is agriculture. 
For those who would have us believe that geographical 
conditions have no effect on culture, we have but to 
glance at agriculture as it influences southern culture, 
and any doubt is readily dispelled. 
The greater portion of Texas is a part of the great 
cotton belt which extends to thirteen states and prac-
1 
tically covers nine, Texas being one of the nine For 
millions of people in these sections the production of 
cotton is the chief, almost the only, source of income. 
For millions of others, the transportation, manufacture, 
export and financing of cotton are of paramount importance. 
For more than a century, the economic, intellectual and so­
cial structure of the South has been dominated by cotton. No 
j 
J. Russell Smith, North America, (New York, 1942) 
Harcourt, Brace and Compton, pp. 322-323. 
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truer statement has been made of this section of the United 
1 
States than the one: "Here cotton is King." 
If the price of cotton is good, there is a joyous 
winter, or at least a good autumn, and the worker^ daughter 
goes to college. If cotton slumps, sometimes the daughter 
2 
must wait another year until a better crop is made. 
The dominant factor in the history of the South has 
been its pre-occupation with agriculture and especially with 
cotton; the bulk of population is still concerned with the 
cultivation of the soil. This pre-occupation with the soil 
must of necessity exist, for 
3 
"Men must eat what their land will yield." 
Geographical conditions do not alone influence culture 
in the South. 
In Social Institutions, a book which had a reprinting 
less than five years ago, Harry Barnes states that religion 
is probably the most archaic element in our culture and the 
most reluctant to take cognizance of contemporary development 
in knowledge and life. The fundamentalists—viewing the term 
broadly—among whom are numbered the majority of religious 
1 
Ibid.. p. 293. 
2 
Ulrich B. Phillips, Life and Labor in the Old South 
(Boston, 1949), pp. 54-55. 
3 
Ibid.« p. 56. 
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communicants today, live under the domination of the same 
intellectual and emotional patterns as prevailed in primi-
1 
tive times. He states that one William Jennings Bryan less 
than one fourth century ago openly declared that no statement 
whatever would appear preposterous or unsupportable to him 
provided it be found in Holy Writ. 
Not one per cent of modern theologians are really 
adjusted to contemporary knowledge and ways of thinking. 
At best a majority of them are attempting to express archaic 
2 
views in contemporaneous phraseology. Religion, then, 
according to Barnes is the primary intellectual factor that 
discourages a candid and secular approach to the reconstruc­
tion of human knowledge and social conduct in many other 
fields. 
This same idea was advanced by Dr. and Mrs. Lynd in 
a book published by Harcourt Brace and Company called 
3 
Middletown. From a study of the relative change of opinions 
and attitudes in America since 1&90, they concluded that 
religion is slower in readjusting itself to new ways of 
living and thinking than any other phase of human culture. 
1 
Harry E. Barnes, Social Institutions (New York. 19A6). 
p. 62. 
2 
Ibid.. p. 62. 
3 
Ibid.. p. 62. 
id 
Considering these authorities, religion has a marked 
effect on cultural development and in a large measure 
determines social behavior. 
Taking another viewpoint, however, it is seen that 
religion has been an important agent in promoting group life 
and social organization. It has divided society into the two 
great religious groups of priesthood and believers and has 
separated mankind into vast organizations founded upon 
similarity of religious beliefs. Equally important has been 
the influence of religion upon other forms of social bonds 
and social institutions. 
Religion, Barnes tells us, was derived from the various 
types of supposed supernatural control over nature and society. 
Social systems in the past have been viewed as primarily a 
product of divine revelation. Hence, the various types of 
religious beliefs have constituted a powerful force vindi­
cating and enforcing the existing social order. Religion 
has thus been a vital and cohesive factor in itself, and also 
has been one of the most powerful forces maintaining the 
integrity of group life. 
Another factor particularly in the South which has 
had a marked effect on culture and a great influence on manTs 
T 
Ibid., p. 61. 
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social behavior is "primitive thinking." A. M. Tozzer of 
Harvard University bore proof to this fact in a little book 
1 
called Social Origins and Social Continuities. In it he 
exhibited a group of themes written by Harvard freshmen in 
the department of English which dominated in ancient super­
stitions and beliefs. As a result of his observations, he 
stated emphatically that the fact must be faced that men 
still believe in good luck and ill omens, and their social 
behavior bears out the fact. 
Many believe that it is a bad omen for a black cat to 
cross the trail; that evil is sure to follow a task begun 
on Friday thirteenth; that it is good luck to find a four 
leaf clover but bad luck to break a mirror. 
Sadder yet is the belief in tea leaves, daisy petals, 
a rabbit*s foot, or a bag of red ants tied around the neck. 
It is pathetic to think how much needed money is spent in 
visits to the "Globe gazers," the "hand sellers," and the 
"fortune tellers." 
That such beliefs and superstitions exist and have such 
a marked effect on man's behavior in an age of atomic bombs, 
jet planes, and space ships is almost more than one can 
believe. But these conditions do exist, and as long as they 
are in existence, authorities tell us, there is to be found 
a definite lag in our cultural development. 
I 
Ibid.. p. 61. 
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A lag in cultural development may also be attributed 
to our educational system when we consider it in comparison 
with the vast altercation of our ways of living. 
Certain basic strains in our educational doctrine are 
derived from the oriental and medieval notion that the chief 
purpose of education is to make clear the will of the gods 
or God to man. From the Greeks and Romans came the high 
esteem placed upon training in rhetoric and argumentation as 
the prime essential of a successful career in politics. 
Humanism contributed the view that the classical languages 
embody the flower of secular learning and represent the most 
exquisite form of literary expression. The democratic philo­
sophy of the last century supported the idea that anybody 
is entitled to participate in a complete system of education, 
and educational opportunities should be equal for all. But 
we went on teaching little democrats the same subject matter 
that had been designed, centuries before, to fill the minds 
of the children of the feudal nobility and squirearchy thus 
strikingly illustrating the lag in cultural development in 
the educational system. 
Segregation in education has also had its effect on 
culture. Segregated schools are expensive to operate and 
school officials often tend to prefer teachers who can teach 
many subjects rather than specialists in one or two fields. 
Sometimes an English major is hired to fill a position in 
21 
English and at other times teachers in another field may fill 
the position. The teacher then faces the problem of teaching 
other subjects besides the one for which she is specially 
trained. Considering limited finance and facilities of most 
segregated school districts, it is only obvious that many 
such teachers are hired. In such situations education can­
not possibly achieve its full objectives. 
The press has had its effect on culture. It has not 
been too effective as a method of accurately informing the 
public with respect to contemporary issues and providing 
general educational direction in regard to the problems of 
modern life. It is still chiefly a method of continuing the 
old brand of neighborhood gossip in an age when the neighbor­
hood has disappeared and face to face gossiping has become 
ever more inadequate and impossible. The same subjects that 
made juicy gossip in the pre-newspaper days still constitute 
the best copy for contemporary newspapers. Personalities are 
1 
much more highly esteemed than principles. 
War has had a marked effect on culture thus influencing 
social behavior. There have never been discovered any bene­




Ibid.. p. 62. 
2 
Ibid., p. 339. 
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War affects society in a profound and diversified 
fashion. It shifts notably the relative power and prestige 
of leading social institutions which in peacetime are most 
important, as the family, community, church, school, and 
property. The school system is demoralized, since interest 
is diverted to wartime activities, teachers are taken into 
war service and excessive expenditures for war-time purposes 
lead to severe curtailment of appropriations for education. 
The church is perverted and degraded by war. Community 
attitudes and activities change notably. Major social evils 
are stimulated and there is a general breakdown of morals. 
Mental disorders become numerous not only on the battle front 
but on the home front. 
Yes, disastrously does war affect culture. The mind 
is distracted from literature, music, and art and directed 
to killing. Even such artistic effort as continues is 
primarily devoted to arousing and sustaining hatred and to 
bolstering army morale. Matters in point at such a time are 
war music, war posters, war drama, and war movies. 
Finally, tradition has it that the southern states of 
all American^groups stand firmest against rapid social 
development. This influence of tradition has had its effect 
too on culture. These factors, though general, have a speci­
fic bearing on the geographic area involved in this study. 
1 
W. T. Couch. Culture in the South (North Carolina. 
1934), p. 37. 
CHAPTER III 
CULTURE IN CAMERON AND ITS INFLUENCE ON 
SOCIAt IgffATOR 
Having considered in detail, basic factors relative to 
behavior, we now turn our attention to Cameron. It is the 
purpose of this chapter to consider those factors discussed 
in chapter two which influence culture and note their presence 
in Cameron and the ultimate effect on social behavior of 
the Cameron Negro population. Such a discussion, it seems, 
would not be well-founded without considering first a brief 
history of the town. 
Cameron, the county seat of Milam County, is located 
in east Central Texas, about one hundred ninety miles south 
of the Texas-Oklahoma state line, and about one hundred 
sixty miles west of the Gulf of Mexico. It is situated 
almost in the heart of Texas. 
The little town got its name from one Ewen Cameron, a 
native of Scotland born in 1S11. In 1&40, a cowboy riding 
the range of Texas in Victory County, he joined the Mier 
expedition, a band of patriots from Milam and adjoining 
counties. The expedition split in San Antonio and Cameron 
led his men into Mexico, where he was executed as a prisoner 
by Mexicans. 
T 
Cameron Chamber of Commerce, Facts About Cameron 
(Cameron, Texas, 1950), 1-3. 
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At the time of the liberation of Texas by Sam Houston 
in the battle of San Jacinto, Cameron was a small village 
with a cluster of log huts on the banks of the Little River. 
In 1S89 it was incorporated and in 1920, had a population of 
1 
three thousand three hundred forty-one inhabitants. Today 
that population has grown to over seven thousand. 
Three principal highways lead through the city and 
throughout Milan County—Federal Highway Number Seventy-seven, 
which is a transcontenental route leading entirely throughout 
the state; Highway Thirty-six beginning at Abilene, Texas, 
and Federal Highway One ninety-eight extending from Louisana 
on the east and leading to the heart of West Texas on the 
2 
west. 
In transportation Cameron is served by two railroad 
lines, the Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific, giving rail­
road connections to all sections of Texas and the nation. 
Two motor bus lines, the Arrow Coach and the Central Texas 
Lines also serve the city as do three major freight lines— 
3 
the Central, Brown and Arrow. 
1 
Ibid.. p. 1-3. 
2 
Ibid., p. 2. 
3 
Ibid,, p. 2. 
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There are two hospitals in Cameron, the Newton Memorial 
Hospital, privately owned, and Saint Edwards Hospital, a 
Catholic institution. Both are owned and operated by Whites 
but are open to Negro patients. 
Geographically, Cameron is an agricultural center; thus 
the chief source of income is from agriculture and its counter­
parts, livestock, cotton compress and seed company. Other 
sources are oil production, rail and freight payrolls, 
1 
commercial and industrial enterprises and tourist trade. 
For the Negro the main source, almost the one source is agri­
culture. Those having other sources of income are the teachers, 
the ministers, three grocers, two barbers, and the beauticians. 
This is the extent of Negro trades and professions in Cameron. 
A few workers are found on other jobs as railroad workers 
and others. 
Now let us consider how this agricultural country has 
influenced culture in Cameron. 
It must be made clear that agriculture in Cameron for 
the majority of the Negro population does not mean farm 
owners and ranchers. It means day laborers or sharers or 
tenants. For Cameron Negro urban citizenry it is day labor. 
This means work during two seasons of the year, spring when 
the crops must be chopped and plowed, autumn when the crops 
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must be harvested. During other seasons of the year men and 
women must find jobs here and there with meager incomes which 
barely meet their financial needs. They serve as custodians, 
cooks, yardmen, and maids. Many seek work in nearby towns 
which offer more lucrative positions. Results of this 
transient living in search for work has had a marked effect 
on the Negro population, for often these transient workers 
make their homes in the town where they work. All too often 
they find other interests in the town and their home life is 
definitely altered. 
Of the common laborers who remain at home the harvest­
ing season finds them leaving their jobs and joining the large 
number-of harvesters, for here they realize is their real 
money. Some school children must stay out of school for 
weeks to help build up the treasure for winter living. 
As the harvesting season grows near an end in Cameron, large 
numbers of families pack up to leave for West Texas, where 
they will c6ntinue harvesting for several months sometimes 
until January and February of the next year. Of the families 
who stay for this length of time their children must withdraw 
from school if they have already entered and reenter when 
they return. 
What effect does all this have on the social behavior 
of the Negro citizens? It means that many citizens in 
Cameron are transient citizens, and Barnes tells us in 
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Social Institutions that transient citizens never establish 
any roots. Their cultural development must of necessity 
be neglected. 
There is a decline in morals as a result of this tran­
sient living. Men become polygamous in their marriage 
habits and practices. They leave a wife at home and find one 
where they go to work. In some cases they rear children by 
both wives and these two sets of children become the victims 
of whispered discussions at school. One sees a withdrawing 
personality in these children as they grow older, then a 
tendency to develop an MI don't care" attitude, which leads 
them into many undesirable escapades, better avoided. 
These children are usually the ones involved in 
fights and out-of-school altercations which are the result 
of their beligerent attitude toward society as a whole. 
In some cases parents leave children at home with older 
children as caretakers. In such cases the younger children 
hardly ever finish school careers. 
This irregular income has also discouraged interest in 
cultural programs. During the season of the year when one 
would most enjoy an artist, income is slow; hence one is 
afraid to venture into the presentation of such a program 
for fear of great financial loss. Such has happened. In the 
summer when money is flourishing from the first of the 
cotton crops, many of the leading citizens who would take 
2B 
the initiative in bringing artists to town are away on 
vacation or in school. Thus the cultural life for the 
average citizen is sadly neglected. As citizens make their 
own social life one sees much cavorting at beer taverns 
where the old and young meet together, Saturday picture 
show-going is a must when the nshoot-em-upn is showing or 
the "continued" which is the same as the one before it and 
will be the same as the one that comes after it. 
Because of small income all Negro dentists and doctors 
have left Cameron. It has been at least ten years since 
Cameron has had a Negro doctor. At that time it also had 
two dentists and a pharmacist. Conditions have changed 
financially since the last doctor left. In fact one sees 
a marked improvement in the economic level within the last 
ten years and Cameron could easily support a Negro doctor 
now, but once having known or having heard of the non-
lucrative conditions in Cameron, the Negro doctor is not 
eager to return. 
Mention must be made of the recreational facilities in 
Cameron. It was not until recently, within the last ten 
years, that Cameron had a Negro park. Before that time the 
school had to serve every recreational need. With the 
acquiring of the park ground and its meager facilities one 
already sees a slight change in community cooperation and 
organization. Several community clubs have been organized, 
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a baseball club has been organized and games are played 
regularly during the baseball season. Lights permit night 
playing and the versified crowd of spectators which include 
men of every trade and profession show how eager these 
people are to find some source of outlet for their social 
needs. 
The school also has been a main source in meeting the 
social needs of the community. At one time it was practi­
cally the only source. Any type of program drew a large 
crowd even when a small fee was charged. 
Such is Cameron as its culture is affected by geographi­
cal conditions. Let us now consider other factors which 
influence culture. 
The setting for religion to play a major role in organ­
ization and promoting group activity in Cameron was ideal, 
since the church represented the only institution that 
touched all of the people all of the time. Through it one 
may see cooperation and group participation at work. 
Cameron, unfortunately for a town of its size, has 
seven churches covering four denominations, Baptist, two 
branches of Methodist, one Church of Christ and one Church 
of God in Christ. The members take great interest in these 
churches, and for the most part the buildings and grounds 
are made most attractive, both inside and out. Many customs 
which in the past were so typical of the Negro church as the 
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extra long services, the shouting, and the great emotional 
display, have been dispensed with, and a form of service 
which would be pleasing to the average intellectual is 
carried on. The peace and the cooperation which exists 
among these various groups of people bear out the statement 
that religion is an important factor in promoting group 
life. It has definitely done so in Cameron. 
Young people in Cameron are in regular attendance in 
church services and active in church work. They serve as 
teachers, secretaries, clerks, B. T. U. presidents, pianists 
and even superintendents of Sunday School. Their interest 
in church is reflected in many phases of their school acti­
vities and in their writing as will be seen in a later chapter 
of this paper. 
Perhaps more than any of the other factors which 
influence culture, primitive thinking has had its effect on 
culture in Cameron. 
One becomes amused on observing small children with 
small dirty bags tied around their necks, sometimes filled 
with red ants, sometimes with black pepper, sand or any 
substance which has power to ward off evil spirits and sick­
ness. Often the luck piece may be a dime strung around the 
neck. On questioning such a child one is told immediately, 
"I must wear this always; it is my luck piece." 
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From the larger children come the most fantastic of 
"ghost stories." Truly these students do not realize how 
gifted they are in the art of imagination. But they tell 
these stories because they think they are true. They were 
told them by their grandparents who have entertained "spirits 
many a night." 
It is interesting to note children from a certain 
section, a little removed from the main section of town. 
These students are the children of former tenant farmers, 
who have for two generations and now approaching the third 
lived on a great farm owned and operated by one White farmer. 
They attend elementary school in their own community and 
enter 0. J. Thomas High School in the ninth grade. Over a 
period of eighteen years I have heard these students, first 
as a student myself and then as a teacher, relate the tallest 
of ghost tales, which have been handed down to them from one 
generation to another. The same tales that I heard as a 
student I hear now as a teacher from the younger brothers and 
sisters from the same community. These stories will be 
included in another chapter. 
I have concluded that the culture of these people is 
much different from that of the people who live in main 
Cameron. A glance at their environment may account in part 
for this. 
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The section of town where they live, although not in 
the city limits, is not divided geographically from Cameron, 
Environmentally it is. In distance they are about three 
miles from the school, which is in the heart of the Negro 
community. Between the school and community is a section 
of White neighborhood. Although most of the Negro families 
in this community now own their own homes, for years they 
lived as tenant workers. They have their own church, their 
own school and the earlier generations bought almost exclusive­
ly from the community or farm store. Steady work in earlier 
years gave them little time to mix with people outside the 
farm, and it is to be concluded that the culture which one 
now discovers in their section must have developed during the 
close association of the earlier generation. The actual 
living condition as tenants no longer exists, but the marked 
traces of their culture still remain. We are prompted to 
quote Couch again and say that it is just "... tradition 
1 
for southern states to advance very slowly culturally." 
Now back to Cameron proper. It is not a common sight 
to see horseshoes hanging on the door. These, the occupants 
tell us, ward off evil spirits. On first seeing horseshoes 
over a door and learning the reason for their being there I 
was so overcome with surprise that a lasting impression was 
made. Now I am ever aware of horseshoes over a door. 
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These primitive customs and beliefs exist among many 
people in Cameron, and their actions toward others and in 
group activity are often governed by these beliefs. 
More surprising though than their unfounded beliefs 
is the knowledge that many of the so called upper class 
bracket are tied body and soul to the fortune teller. A 
fortune teller in a nearby town operates quite a lucrative 
business and much of Cameron*s money "rubs the teller*s 
palm." 
The educational lag as discussed from Barnes* Social 
Institutions in the previous chapter has not had too great 
an effect on culture and social behavior. Such a lag when 
it exists is usually discovered in the work of the transfer 
students. Evidences of the old or traditional way of teach­
ing have been discovered in their recitation and writing. The 
sing-song fashion of reciting poetry, and their standing to 
recite are evidences of the non-progressive way in education. 
More than anything else, their very, very meager know­
ledge of any material beyond the textbook gives evidences of 
prime stress being placed on the three "R*s." This evidence 
of a cultural lag in education is seen often in their writing; 
it will be discussed in another chapter. 
One cannot accurately say that the press in Cameron has 
influenced culture, for typical of most towns its size there 
is no publication of a Negro periodical in Cameron. At one 
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time the Ministers Alliance, an organization of city-
ministers, edited a paper called The Cameron Weekly. As the 
product of a religious group this paper, for the most part, 
dealt with that phase of life in its content. The only 
other publication is the school paper, and it does not touch 
the group as a whole. 
Considering another side of the matter of the press, 
however, we may see a little of its influence on culture 
in Cameron if we look at what the people read. Do they 
belong to Book of the Month Clubs? Are there book clubs 
organized in Cameron? Are there copies of the latest best 
sellers in fiction found in the homes? Do homes where 
children are have a children1s library? These questions 
may be answered with one word if they were asked about the 
average Negro home in Cameron. That one word would be "No." 
The same answer could be given if the question were asked 
about periodicals as Newsweek. Time or U. S. and World News. 
If the question should be, do they read these materials, the 
answer would still be no. What then do they read? They 
read The Informer. Ebony. Our World. Jet. True Stories. 
Modem Romances and any comic book on the market. Of course 
the daily paper is a must in nearly every home. 
The influence of war on culture in Cameron cannot be 
ignored, for it is in evidence. It is to be discussed, 
however, as it is reflected in composition. 
CHAPTER 17 
INK AND WHITE PAPER 
"Ink and white paper are fearful detectives which lay 
bare in ruthless fashion faults which escape notice alto-
1 
gether in the rose tinted half-light of rapid conversation." 
Every student, as he takes his place in a class, has a 
certain background of experience which is, if not peculiar 
to him, at least not common to the entire group. The 
neighborhood or the community from which he comes has certain 
distinguishing qualities. The sports that he is interested 
in are so far a part of him that he may be something of an 
expert, or the occupation of his father or brothers may give 
him a direct knowledge of some profession or industry. Out 
of these sources of first hand knowledge, personal experiences, 
and cultural background come the subject and subject material 
about which the student feels he knows something definite and 
about which he is certain he can give information to half 
2 
or two-thirds of his classmates. 
This is the kind of material which is naturally interest­
ing to him, and on which he chooses to put his mind because 
he likes it. He is accustomed to thinking about it, and he 
j 
Sarah E. Simons. English Problems in the Solving 
(Chicago, 1936), p. S6. * 
2 
Sherman Kent, Writing History (New York, 1941), p. 3. 
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needs only to arrange on paper the material which is almost 
as much a part of himself as his prejudices or the clothes 
1 
which he wears. 
Yes, ink and white paper are fearful detectives which 
lay bare the studentrs cultural background. Just what these 
detectives have laid bare of the written compositions of the 
one hundred English Students of the 0. J. Thomas High School 
for the school year 1951-1952, comprise the material for 
this chapter. 
Because one hardly ever studies an object, or a place 
or a person without first making a thorough examination of 
that object, place, or person, the first step then in this 
study was to examine the personalities of the one hundred 
students concerned. This information served first as a 
background ©f the discoveries which would follow in writing. 
Second, it served as a means of comparison with what the 
student said about himself by direct question and answer 
and what I was later to discover about him from his writing. 
The personality test, designed for high school boys and 
girls called The Personality Inventory. was compiled by 
Robert G. Bernreuter and published by Stanford University 
Press, Stanford, California; it measured six different aspects 
of the student*s personality. The first scale B1 - N, measured 
1 
Percy H. Boynton, Principles of Composition (Boston, 
1935), p. 4. 
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neurotic tendency. Persons scoring higfr on this scale 
showed emotional instability. Those scoring low tended to 
be very well balanced emotionally. 
The second test B2 - S measured self-sufficiency. 
Persons scoring high on this test preferred being alone, 
rarely asked for sympathy or encouragement, and ignored the 
advice of others. Those scoring low showed a dislike for 
solitude and often sought advice and encouragement. 
Test B3 - 1 measured introversion-extroversion. Persons 
scoring high on this scale were imaginative and tended to 
live within themselves. Those scoring low rarely worried, 
seldom suffered emotional upsets and rarely substituted day 
dreaming for action. 
B4 - D measured dominance-submission. Persons scoring 
high on this scale tended to dominate others in face-to-face 
situations. Those scoring low tended to be submissive. 
F1 - C measured confidence in oneself. Persons scoring 
high on this scale tended to be hamperingly self-conscious 
and to have feelings of inferiority. Those scoring low 
tended to be wholesomely self-confident and t© be very well 
adjusted to their environment. 
Finally, F2 - S measured sociability. Persons scoring 
high on this scale tended to be non-social, solitary or 
independent. 
3$ 
Low scorers were sociable and gregarious. 
The one hundred students concerned in this study were 
measured by all six scales. 
A chart showing how and where they stood follows. 
TABLE I 
BERNREUT2R PERSONALITY TEST 
Table Showing Results of Personality Inventory 
of One Hundred Students 
Raw Score 












Totals 100 100 100 100 JtL M 
Median -50-30 -50-30 -50-30 0-20 [•25-5 -50-3Q 
NOTE: Only male students are rated on Fl-C and F2-S. 
A glance at the previous chart shows that well over one 
half the students scored low on B1 - N which shows that the 
majority of the high school students are emotionally well 
balanced. Their scores ranged between -33 and 75. 
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One of the average scores, the -33, was a most 
interesting student to study. An inspection of her personality 
inventory by other of her teachers disclosed that what she 
said about herself was so much like her that it was almost 
a perfect measurement. This student, a senior during the 
year of study, was one of the most stable, forward, well 
balanced in the school. She served as president of several 
student organizations, had a principal place on most of the 
best programs during the school year and for two years of 
high school ranked high on the honor roll. She feared no 
one, approached a teacher as if she herself were one, and 
talked franklyt too frankly, of teachers1 faults to the 
teachers. Often her remarks were so frank and blunt as to 
cause the teacher or teachers addressed to resent them. But 
she was never disturbed about the resentment. She frankly 
stated, "Well, now, that*s just what I think." 
One day, she walked up to me and handed me a theme 
written in pencil. It was called "On What I Believe." Net 
expecting any work to be handed in at that time, I suppose 
my countenance showed that I was a bit puzzled on receiving 
the paper. She hastened to explain that the paper was in­
spired by a visit from one of the city ministers who was for 
over a period of several months, visiting homes in Cameron 
to discover the religious habits of the Negro citizens. Such 
a discussion with him gave her food for thought; so she sat 
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down and wrote this theme. I read it and asked myself, 
How could she have known how interested I was in such 
material? Happily, I held the paper, knowing that there 
was the material I sought each day. Here was the clue to 
her actions. This was why she was so frank, so independent, 
so dominant. I passed the theme on to other teachers for 
them to read, and they readily agreed with my decision that 
family background had dominated her personality. I have 
quoted below a section taken from this theme precisely as 
it was written by the student including errors, which are 
few, for she was a very good English student. 
I stayed with my grandmother seven years. 
At this time my mother was working out of town 
helping my brother through college. My father 
left before I was born. I know nothing of him 
up to the present date. My mother came home 
over this period of time and took up her task 
of helping me. At the very beginning she told 
me certain facts. Above all she told me to be 
nice, not naughty. To this I took heed. The 
children at school ridiculed me because I didn't 
please them. They would do things to oppress 
me. I wouldn't fight them back, because I 
was taught not to fight, instead I would 
always feel hurt. At thi3 time I was too young 
to really understand what to do. 
As a result I went home and cried about it. 
As I grew a little older I wanted to associate 
more with ray classmates. I wanted to spend an 
evening with them or take in a movie, but to 
this my mother answered "no," "You are going to 
stay at home." finally I reached the conclusion 
that no one really cared for me. This made me 
have a different attitude toward life. I had 
no companions at home save that of my mother, 
grandmother and other older folk. This still 
is a characteristic of mine. They taught me 
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the adult way. I began to have ideas of or 
think like one much more mature than a child 
of my age. I had a mixture of childish ideas 
and adult ideas combined. This combination 
did not work out so well. While I was wise 
on one side I was very silly on the other. 
Now note some of the higher scores rating persons 
of a neurotic tendency, emotionally unstable. One of the 
students ranking highest in this group was a transfer student. 
He was a handsome young boy and at the age when boys become 
interested in girls, but greatly inexperienced. He moved to 
town, lived with his mother and step father, and entered 
the 0. J. Thomas High School. Immediately girls showed him 
attention, too much attention, and he began an association 
with a girl older in years and experience than himself. Why, 
many of the teachers wondered, whould he make such a selection? 
Why not select someone nearer his age, his grade, and his 
experience? Then without notice the answer came. In a 
theme titled 
"Before I Moved to Cameron" 
I discovered that his early childhood had been rather un­
stable; he was first with his mother then his grandmother, 
shifting here and there according to the convenience of the 
two. The permanency and security which are a necessary part 
of a child*s life were not his. In his sleection of a 
companion of the opposite sex he had found someone, older and 
with more experience to whom he could attach himself and feel 
secure. Background had influenced his selection. 
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The result of the F2 - S scale is interesting. 
Cameron students are naturally sociable. The closeness 
which exists among people in a little town is very much a 
part of them and they find little pleasure in being alone. 
A group of themes titled "Our Gang" revealed that boys in 
certain classes tended to group themselves and the groups 
met as often after school as in school. One mother of twin 
boys, one theme humorously reported, was so accustomed to 
the group coming to her house that she automatically said 
in answer to a knock at the door "Come in, Boys." 
Scale F1 - C, which measures self-confidence, also 
requires a brief discussion. One seldom finds a group of 
students anywhere so obviously self-confident as those at 
0. J. Thomas High School. 
This situation may be attributed to the school for 
over a period of at least two decades, one of its main 
objectives has been to help the student to have confidence 
in himself. This objective, without a doubt, is accomplished. 
It has been fostered by friendly competition with rival 
schools. Students of other schools always fear 0. J. Thomas 
students in competition, especially in events at the District 
and State Interscholastic Leagues. It is no common occurrence 
to hear off hand remarks made by students in unknown groups as, 
"We aren1t afraid of anyone but 0. J. Thomas" or "I 
know 0. J. Thomas will win (whatever the event may be). 
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Such remarks overheard by Cameron students are always 
material for discussion in group activity, and such remarks 
serve to increase that already established self-confidence. 
An article on sports for a proposed issue of the 
school paper, "The Bulldog", written by a high school junior, 
had to be revised because it so obviously showed the con­
fidence the student felt for the football team that it was 
almost a boastfhl article. When the team ranked so high at 
the end of the year, I was informed by the writer of the 
article that I should have let it stay as it was. 
What interesting observations I made about students 
as a result of the personality inventories. Of greater 
interest, however, was the acurateness with which their 
personalities were recorded. 
Testing did not stop with personality inventories. I 
was also interested in a background of the student fs know­
ledge of English grammar and its uses. Exactly what did 
they know? How did their aptness or dullness in English 
uses compare with their cultural background? 
T© gain this information, I gave a Tressler Minimun 
English Essentials Test. This test designed for students 
on the high school level was compiled by J. C. Tressler, 
Chairman of the English Department, Richmond Higi School, 
New York City. It was a test on the A. B. C.*s of English 
and was designed to find out just how much the pupils knew. 
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It tested seven phases of language uses: 1. grammatical 
correctness, 2. vocabulary, 3. punctuation and capitali­
zation, 4. the sentence and its parts, 5• inflection and 
accent, and 7. spelling. The test was objective and the 
answer to be given by a choice of number, underlining, 
punctuation and capitalizing, and respelling. 
A chart showing the results of this test follows. 
TABLE II 
TRESSLER ENGLISH MINIMUM ESSENTIALS TEST 
Group Scoring on Individual Tests 
of One Hundred Students 
Test Test Test Test Test Test Test Test 
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Total Score — 90 Median — 73 
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TABLE III 
TRESSLER ENGLISH MINIMUM ESSENTIALS TEST 
Graph Mearuring Group Scores 
No. of Students Tested - 100 















Test I Grammatical Correctness 
Test II Vocabulary-
Test III Punctuation and Capitalization 
Test IV Sentence and Its Parts 
Test V Sentence Sense 
Test VI Inflection and Accent 
Test VII Spelling 
The test was taken without previous study by the 
student. As much time as was needed was alloted for taking 
the test since there was no stipulation as to time in the 
1 
"Instructions for Administering." 
An investigation of the chart shows that over forty 
per cent of the English students ranked in the upper bracket 
—75 to 90 —in these tests. 
Lowest scores were in capitalization and punctuation 
where the sentence was wrong if any error was made. Some 
low scores were also recorded in the vocabulary test. Most 
students ranked high in the tests on sentence sense and 
grammatical correctness. 
According to grammatical structure and uses of the 
themes studied, this test was fairly accurate in determining 
"what the students knew." 
1 
J. C, Tressler, "English Minimum Essentials Test." 
(New York, 1941). 
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In an earlier chapter a discussion on factors in­
fluencing culture taken from Harry Barnesfs Social Insti­
tutions was given followed by a discussion of these same 
factors as they are evidenced in Cameron. What evidences 
are to be reflected in student writing? That "primitive 
thinking" still exists in Cameron and in a measure governs 
man^ behavior was clearly in evidence in student compo­
sitions. Such titles as 
On A Stormy Night 
The Haunted House 
The Frog Town Ghost 
The Salt Sprinkle and 
Stories Around the Fireside 
revealed much information. 
The Frog Town Ghost was one of the most interesting 
themes. In it a young student declared that on moonlight 
nights a woman dressed in white walked up and down the tracks 
in Frog Town, a section of Cameron so named because at one 
time, its low places which during very heavy rains stayed 
filled with water for weeks at a time and furnished homes 
for thousands of frogs who chanted unendlessly their am­
phibious chorus. This student, in order to give substantial 
proof for his assertions named men and women who had been 
along the tracks and seen the "headless lady in white walking 
on moonlit nights." No amount of persuasion could convince 
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him that his story was fantastic, for there were those at 
home who had already convinced him that there were ghosts 
regardless of "who said what." 
Stories Around the Fireside was a title inspired by 
a discussion of what students said they talked about with 
parents and grandparents at nights around the fire. It was 
the work of the ninth grade class, the first year high 
school group. It provided an opportunity for which certain 
students were eager to grasp. In a class discussion, they 
had tried to cinvince me and other "non believers in ghosts" 
that even though they had never seen ghosts, they knew there 
were such things because their parents and grandparents had 
seen them. I suggested that instead of loud talk and 
impromptu oratorical demonstrations, they present on the 
next day a well organized discussion on the subject with 
specific examples to prove their points. The title Stories 
Around the Fireside was to be used in order to give the 
theme dignity, "for certainly," I told the class, in jest 
and yet sincerity, "we wouldnTt want it discovered that we 
actually believed in ghosts." 
Some interesting papers came out of the writing lesson, 
a few of which accomplished my purpose and gave evidence of 
specific stories from adults at home. One of these came 
from a young boy from an "outside of the city limits" 
section in Cameron. It was quite familiar to me, for I 
had heard it from his relative as a student myself. 
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This student stated in his theme that his grandfather 
had told him that those who want to see ghosts see them, 
that he had wanted to see them for a long time but was 
afraid. Finally, he made up his mind to see one and sure 
enough it came. But one glance was enough. He never wanted 
to see another. 
The Salt Sprinkler, from the same class, came from a 
student who wanted to tell about her neighbor who sprinkled 
salt on the porch. The class suggested that we call no 
names and that she simply write a short theme on the "salt 
sprinkler." 
Information in this theme stated that the lady sprinkled 
salt on her porch to keep anyone from "fixing" her. The 
salt had power to do away with "fixes." 
One readily realizes that a student's belief in such 
things is not instinctive nor is it purely the product of 
imagination. While imagination may color the stories to some 
extent, that belief has been planted and rooted there at 
home, 
Cameron has yet to rise intellectually above the depths 
of primitive ghougjht. 
Thinking of intellectual levels we must consider the 
lag in education as evidenced in transfer students and its 
influence on culture. 
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Although the educational system in Cameron tends to 
follow the progressive trend, one finds in certain transfer 
students evidences of the traditional way. That the prime, 
p a r a m o u n t ,  o n e  o b j e c t i v e  o f  e d u c a t i o n  i s  t o  t e a c h  t h e  3  R f s  
is as much a part of some teachers as, quoting Percy Boynton 
in Principles of Composition, "the clothes they wear." This 
situation waa discovered when the classes in English were 
motivated to write on George Washington's birthday. The 
writing began with the senior class and subject, Today is 
February 22. Some most interesting themes were obtained 
from the class. The writing continued through the other 
three high school classes; though there were variations in 
the title, the theme was still George Washington. This 
class work provided reading for entertainment as these 
students, especially in the two upper classes, discussed 
the subject from a variety of viewpoints. Some related in 
simple but effective manner the story of George Washington's 
life; many related the legend of the cherry tree and viewed 
their opinions, while others discussed George Washington as 
a leader. Variety came when the freshmen papers were reached. 
I have formed a habit of grading papers without looking 
at the names. But upon learning that George Washington 
experimented with the peanut and potato, I was impelled by 
sheer curiosity to turn the page to see who did the writing. 
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If I thought, however, that I had received the surprise of 
my life in this knowledge, I had much to learn. Before I 
had finished with George Washington in the freshman class, 
I learned that his name was really Booker T. Washington, 
that he founded Tuskegee Institute, that he was the first 
Negro to receive an education, and that he wrote with a 
slate and read by fire from a fire place in a log cabin. 
One writer said that before Joe Louis, he was the heavyweight 
champion of the world. 
As fantastic as all this may sound it is what ink and 
white paper revealed to me. I was shocked; I was horrified. 
Do such people, young people, actually exist in a world like 
this who know so little about well-known facts? After 
getting over my horror, I came face to face with the reali­
zation that somewhere there was a lag in education and 
teachers of children needed to be awakened to the fact. 
In all honesty I state that the students who wrote 
these papers were transfer students most of them attending 
0. J. Thomas for the first time. They had heard of George 
Washington, Abraham Lincoln, Booker T. Washington, and George 
Washington Carver. But had received pertinent information? 
No? It was completely foreign to them. Later I discussed 
their engaging in discussions outside of the text book in 
class and learned that they had none. One boy declared that 
he had never had a written test or examination. Ink and 
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white paper, what detectives they are! 
The themes determined to a large extent the reading 
material which forma a part of the student*s intellectual 
level. One such writing had its beginning also in the senior 
class. One student was so well versed in the classics and 
well-known fiction that his classmates wondered how he knew 
so much. It was discovered he had a library consisting of 
at least thirty-two classic comics. These included Oliver 
Twist. Ivanhoe, The Lady of the Lake. A Tale of Two Cities. 
The Hunchback of Notre Dame and numerous others. Questions 
then were asked of other students: Miat do you read? It was 
decided that a theme be written on the subject. The junior 
class, always eager to imitate the senior class in work, 
learned of the discussion and asked to be included. It con­
tinued later through the other high school classes. Ink 
and white paper were again at work. 
From this lesson in writing, I discovered what periodi­
cals the parents had at home to facilitate culture in an 
intellectual way. 
One student who has for several years expressed his 
desire to be an engineer, had his parents subscribe regularly 
to Popular Science. He read this periodical in detail and 
waa as well versed in its contents as most girls were on 
the modern romances. This student also had read several 
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other books on the subject of engineering including some 
library books which he had wornout all by himself. Another 
theme on My Life*s Career by this same student revealed his 
desire to be an engineer. It also gave much information 
about his parents, who, though unlearned, were deeply 
interested in their son*s education and vocational welfare. 
Two other themes entitled, My Workshop and My Work at Home, 
revealed that in his home he had his own room, his radio, 
and a private library and that he was given most of the 
things a boy really needed to be well bred. He had definite 
chores to perform at home, which he did systematically and 
he earned his own money from hogs and vegetables which he 
sold. 
It might be interesting to observe here that this 
student was the highest ranking student in scholarship in 
the entire high school for the year 1951 - 1952 and almost 
the youngest. He was a junior at 13* He plays football, 
basketball, tennis, sings in the choral club, is on the 
debating team and just about every other organization in the 
school. 
Other themes on What I Read revealed that the girls* 
greatest interest was in Modern Romances, and True Stories 
and the same type of stories in comic form. They have an 
unofficial book club and these books are exchanged among 
groups so that they may read most of the books without 
having to purchase them all. 
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One student revealed that Time and Newsweek were the 
favorite magazines in his home and his knowledge of world 
and national affairs bore evidence to this fact. 
Most of the homes it seemed had daily newspapers, the 
Cameron Weekly Paper, Negro Weekly Paper, Ebony, Post and 
Life. The compositions on What I Read showed evidence that 
the students kept up with the daily news, but should the 
subject have been What I Read Most the newspaper would 
have fallen below in most cases. 
The writing also revealed reading habits in fiction 
and non-fiction. This meant, more or less, use of the 
library. One student had read seven novels by Grace Living­
ston Hill. She admitted that she had first chosen the Hill 
novels on the recommendation of the teacher, but not until 
she had examined the book and discovered that it should be 
easy to read. She had become interested in the religious 
element—which is found im most of Grace Livingston Hil^s 
novels—and her list of Hill books read up to the time that 






The Patch of Blue, and White Orchids 
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She stated in the theme that she intended to read 
everyone of the novels by Grace Hill in the library. The 
list numbers about fourteen. 
That this student read widely was not a discovery to 
me, for as teacher-librarian I checked out and in most of 
the books that circulated in the library. It was a dis­
covery though to see the seriousness and wisdom with which 
she read, that is her interest in the "religious element." 
This was a sophomore student, very young, about thirteen 
years of age, and in actions very much the adolescent. Even 
though she was very apt in her class work, almost what one 
may refer to as brilliant, teachers were often disgusted 
with her because she was so fickle. Even her age, they 
said, did not allow for her extreme fickleness. But she 
was not all fickle, ink and white paper had revealed to me. 
There was a depth of seriousness in her, which when she is 
properly mature, may be the making some day of a great woman. 
Sports, animal stdries, and adventure stories stood 
high on the list of what boys read. Such titles as: 
The Call of the Wild 
My Friend Flicka 
The Sea Wolf 
Up At City High 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer 
The Prince and the Pauper. and 
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Moby Dick 
were listed frequently on the boys* themes. 
An interesting study in psychology grew out of one of 
the themes written by a senior boy. He was very small in 
stature and weighed no more than ninety pounds. He was very 
much interested in sports, but because of his small stature 
could not participate on the regular teams in football and 
basketball. His classmates teased him regularly about 
his playing so hard in campus games and getting lost almost 
in their pockets. 
Since he could not participate as he desired in sports, 
it seemed that he had made up for his non-activity by 
gaining a thorough knowledge of sports. In baseball, he 
knew the best players on each team of the sixteen teams of 
the major leagues. He knew the ranking of the teams from 
several years back and the leaders in both National and 
American League for the previous years. He knew who was 
in the Hall of Fame in the baseball world, how they got 
there and the requirements for their getting there, where 
the Hall of Fame was and how long it had been established. 
Such names as Ty Cobb, Dizzy Dean and Hugfr Casey he wrote 
with accuracy and related their contributions to the base­
ball world. 
His knowledge of sports did not end with baseball. 
It included football, basket ball, golf and tennis. He was 
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as well versed in one as in the other# 
On occasion I related to his mother this rare know­
ledge of sports. I learned from her that the students 
father, who did not live in Cameron and whom I had never 
seen, was an avid sport and had been a well known local 
ball player. The boy had been influenced by his fatherfs 
interest and participation, but because of his own stature 
could not become an active participant. Hence, his wide 
knowledge of the sports world had in a measure sufficed 
for his desires. 
A similar composition was done on My Favorite Radio 
Program. It was discovered in this theme that families 
are discriminating in their selection of programs. What the 
student enjoys, especially at night, the parents also en­
joyed and the programs were not by far "jive and jump." 
At least one half of the high school students listened 
regularly to Lux Radio Theater on Monday Nights, Dr. I. Q., 
The Quizz Kids, Voice of Firestone, We the People, and Town 
Hall of the Air. Their original class programs often 
imitated these radio programs, and it is impossible for me 
to count the times students have called me to listen to 
certain dramas that were being broadcast. 
This type of information is instrumental in letting 
the reader of these compositions know the cultural atmos­
phere surrounding the home. That citizens are interested 
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in programs of this type when one considers how retarded 
this little town has been because of its low income, is 
gratifying. 
Returning to careers, a very interesting reflection 
of culture came from a high school junior. In a short 
story titled, M]£ Brother and I he gave the following infor­
mation about his family background. 
He had come from a very large family. All of the 
children before him had attended school but none had fin­
ished. An older brother had reached the junior class but 
had dropped out. Now it seemed the entire family was 
counting on the twins (My Brother and I) finishing. There 
was no question as to whether the twins would go to college. 
That was an established fact. The story ended with both 
brothers finishing college and becoming coaches. Both were 
good in athletics. 
The theme expressed a burning desire of the parents and 
the other members of the family to see these boys finish 
their education and every effort was put forth to help them 
do so. 
So I discovered that although these parents themselves 
were uneducated and none of the older children had finished 
high school, it was not because the parents were disinterested. 
They wanted their children educated and seeing these two 
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about to finish, they were making many sacrifices to see 
that they did. 
Almost any writing activity produces themes which 
reflect the influence of Agriculture in Cameron. Themes 
such as: 
My First Two Hundred Pounds 
When the Whistle Blows for Dinner 
Riding in On the Bale 
How I Spend My Saturday Earnings 
Fun Picking Cotton, and 
Why I Dislike Summer Vacation 
all are discussions on life as laborers. 
Although one theme expressed the fun one has picking 
cotton, most of the students dread the work and longingly 
wish they had some other way to earn money. Despite the 
dislike of it, various themes have shown that the students 
profit from it, and are able to meet many of their financial 
needs during the school year without help from their parents. 
This money, of course, is not the large amounts which they 
make during regular work for usually it goes to the parent, 
but the money they make working on Saturdays and after School. 
One student in a theme, "How I Earn My Spending Money," 
told hov/ from his after school and Saturday work he had 
established a nice bank account for over a period of four 
years. He bought most of his own clothes, and he had plenty, 
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and during the current school year he was paying for his 
ring and invitations and other necessities for graduation. 
Some themes related the change in home life when 
parents had to go to West Texas during the latter autumn 
season to continue work. One student expressed her disgust 
on having to live with her grandparents; another explained 
how she kept house for her younger brother and herself while 
her parents were away. 
Some of the most interesting themes came from students 
who went with their parents to West Texas. They told of life 
out there. One student took joy in writing about the good 
food he and his family ate because they had so much money. 
Field work, though the main source, was not the only 
source of earning spending money. One student had sold 
enough chickens and eggs to make a down payment on a 
second hand car and continue the monthly payments. 
Two boys had established bank accounts by raising 
and selling pigs, and another girl had made her spending 
money from selling milk and butter from their cow. Another 
student received an allowance from two unmarried uncles. 
These uncles felt a sort of responsibility for her welfare, 
she said, since her mother, their sister, had died at her 
birth. The uncles had sent three of her older sisters to 
school (one had finished the school of nurse training at 
Prairie View), and were already preparing for her college 
education. 
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They had given her all of the necessities of any high 
school or college student. She had taken courses in type­
writing for several years and was an accomplished pianist. 
She supplemented her allowance with money earned as pianist 
for one of the city churches. 
Regularly does one see a religious influence reflected 
in writing. In fact a class in writing, unless a specific 
theme is given, more or less produces a theme on religion 
or some related phase. All phases of church life are 
discussed in themes. The junior choir, the T. W. A., 
Sunday School and B. T. U. are always subject matter for a 
theme. Sometimes the theme even discusses the preacher and 
what people think of him. One of the most interesting 
discussions on religion came from a student whose writing has 
already been discussed in another part of this chapter. 
The discussion relates the student*s own idea of how she 
knew there was a God. The theme is so original that I shall 
quote ver batim sections from it. 
I believed that there was a God. I asked 
God to show me a sigjft by which I would know that 
he was God. One morning as I walked the front 
yard I saw a bird flying far up into the sky. I 
wondered if there was really a God who ruled 
every being. If so why could not he make the 
bird fall to the ground? As I thought this, 
the bird immediately fell to the ground where I 
could see him. There was n© mark upon its skin. 
He had not lost his equilibrum. God let me 
know that He was God. After a few minutes I 
let the bird go free. He immediately flew up 
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into the air and took his course again. I 
have had other experiences with God. I know 
that without Him I cannot succeed. He is my 
past, present and future. My sole delight is 
to please him, but through all the bustle of 
life I have somewhere been confused to the 
extent that I am not at present a member of 
any church, but I have made up my mind I am 
going to connect with a church. 
Another theme on religion came from an eighteen 
year-old who had never belonged to any church. In a very 
blunt manner, he stated that he couldn,t tell any difference 
in those who belonged and those who didnft. So what did 
it matter? Without a doubt he had heard this statement 
repeated again and again at home for their family attitude 
toward church was the same as his. 
For the most part though religion as reflected in the 
studentfs writing denoted organization and cooperation at 
its best. One theme by a senior student related the 
history of a quartet which she had organized. The quartet 
originated in the church and had grown to the several stages 
where it was always in demand for programs. The group had 
made several appearances over the radio and as a result of 
the broadcast had received some fan mail. The writer expressed 
high hopes for the quartet1s future and thought that several 
more may grow out of the same church. 
There are always themes as 
My Sunday School Teacher 
The B. Y. ?. U. Picnic 
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Our Usher Board, and 
The City Junior Chorus 
An amusing discussion came from the last title listed. 
At one time the pastor of one of the churches in the 
city had visited the school to get participants for a 
sixty-voice junior chorus to sing at a special program. The 
program went over as planned. The student who chose later 
to write about the junior chorus was praising the church 
as an organization for getting people to work together "in 
harmony" even though they were of different denominations. 
He continued that this should be done more often because it 
would "help make Cameron a better place in which to live." 
I was, to myself, commending him for such forethought in 
seeing the value of group participation when I discovered 
near the end of the theme that several days after the program, 
the church responsible had called all of the group together 
and served them all of the punch and cookies they could eat. 
One sentence near the end of the paragraph revealed to me 
that the student fs greatest interest had been not in working 
together so much as the eating together, for he said, "There 
is always a closeness that exists among people when they eat 
together." 
So while he was interested in the "getting together" of 
the group it was for what the group received that his greatest 
interest lay. 
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That war, rather the influence of war, has had its 
effect on Cameron Negro Citizenry is also reflected in 
writing. After a unit on drama in a class in American 
literature, the class was motivated to write original one-
act plays. This was not the first time this activity had 
been done. 
Several years before, a class in American literature 
had done the same thing. I had remembered that most of those 
plays had dealt with the students personal life. If I could 
get this class interested in the same activity, I knew much 
material would be produced for this study. 
It is of interest to note how most students when asked 
to produce an original story or play always use autobiograph­
ical material. Unconsciously, for the most part, they relate 
incidents involving themselves and those with whom they are 
closely associated. One studentTs play dealt with scholar­
ship in herclass. She was a senior and in line either for 
valedictorian or salutatorian of the class. The main 
characters in her play were the honor students in a senior 
class in a play called "Our Last School Days." 
Another play was titled "At the Barber Shop." This 
student is the son of one of the townTs Negro barbers. All 




Many reflections of cultural background grew out of 
this writing activity, but the ones which claim attention 
now are those that showed how war has influenced social 
behavior in Cameron. 
One play by a seventeen year old junior girl related 
the story of a girl who had almost quit school because a 
soldier had promised her so much if she would follow him to 
the next camp. She was on the verge of leaving when her 
mother was notified of the situation and, of course, put an 
end to it. The girl in the play really was the student 
herself. 
Another play titled "At Our Cafe" told how business 
picked up on weekends when the soldiers from a nearby Camp 
were in town. The town people, the theme stated, really 
made the crowd, but they came because they knew the soldiers 
would be there and plenty of money would be spent. 
One of the most interesting observations of the 
influence of war came from two boys in the junior class. 
Both had recently been discharged from the army and had been 
influenced by the teachers and their parents to reenter 
school in order to finish since they had gone directly from 
school to the army. 
Nearly every written lesson from one of these two 
boys dealt with war. A theme titled "Should We Kill" 
questioned the right and wrong of killing. "Life in Europe" 
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showed war influences and "What I Think About War" related 
the student's own opinions. 
In the last theme the student very vehemently stated 
his hatred for war and hoped that Cameron would never be 
contaminated with horror and tragedy of war as he knew it. 
Though he was always a serious student, I detected in him a 
seriousness, a quietness, and profundity of thought that had 
not been there before. War had definitely influenced his 
behavior. 
Another play which came out of this writing activity 
reflected a mother's interest in her son's courtship. 
Although the names were changed I recognized immediately the 
story as the student's own. 
He waa a junior and a very smart young boy. After 
school jobs for Begro boys in Cameron are very few, but for 
several years he had kept one steadily. He used his money 
to take care of his school needs, buy his clothes and help 
at home, since his mother was a widow. It was conceded that 
his high school career would end his formal education, for he 
always spoke of continuing his job in Cameron or going out 
of state to live with an uncle. Realizing that the next 
great step in his life would be marriage, his mother was 
eager that he make a desirable one. At least, this is the 
conclusion I reached after reading his story in drama form. 
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It was the story of a young man who had two girl 
friends, one in college and the other there in Cameron, 
who had left school in the elementary grades. The boy in 
the play liked the girl in college; he had gone with her 
for several years, and they had been considered one of the 
town:; nicest couples. But after she left for college he had 
begun associating with the girl at home and had become very 
interested in her. Then his mother entered the action. 
While she tried not to show her hand, the boy could clearly 
see that she preferred the college girl. She liked her 
family, one of the long established families in Cameron; she 
liked her attitude and she was "educated." The other girl 
she said was nice but who were her people? So the story 
ends with the boy not knowing what to do. 
It is a surprising thing what the fearful detectives 
ink and white paper reveal. 
Such a discussion when one considers the number of 
papers in this study could go on and on. Let it suffice, 
however, to say that there was little of the student's 
cultural background left uncovered as ink and white paper 
did its work. 
Personal experiences, family experiences and the other 
"fellows'" experiences came to lif£it as these students wrote. 
It seemed that letter writing was always a means of telling 
the "other fellows" experiences. 
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After the Christmas holidays, a class wrote letters to 
friends out of town telling about their Christmas holidays. 
One student, without any qualms, told how her family had 
visited relatives in a nearby town on Christmas day. The 
relatives visited were celebrating Christmas, as many think 
it the custom to do, by getting drunk. They were just in 
the middle of a family fuss when the visiting relatives 
arrived and of course, the letter writer explained in detail 
the cursing and fighting. 
Another student in the same activity told of the 
Christmas of her neighbors. They had six children and were 
unable to buy for all of them. S© the church gave them 
toys and fruit, and a welfare organization in town gave them 
a basket of oranges. The student ended her theme, I thought,,, 
in a unique manner. She said: 
"Santa Claus does not always come with a 
long white beard and dressed in a red suit." 
Besides what the students revealed about themselves of 
their cultural background, I discovered many things about them 
myself concerning their intellectual level. Many times in 
revealing personal experiences I saw these experiences sup­
plemented by study. In many cases students took subjects 
with which they were familiar as a part of their environment 
and from study in classes developed some really worthwhile 
themes. Such subject as was used follows. 
The Latin American Population in Cameron 
Maturity in thought was revealed through such themes 
The Qualities of £ Good Leader 
A Student * s Place in A Democracy 
The Value of Being Truthful, and 
Qualities of A Good Citizen 
The last topic was an excellent theme by a senior 
student. He closed it with these words from Thomas Paine: 
Rights are not gifts from one man to 
another 
nor from one class of men to another 
It is impossible to discover any origin 
of rights otherwise than in the 
origin of man; 
it consequently follows that rights 
appertain to man in right of his 
existence, and must therefore 
be equal to every man. 
Every man can understand it, and 
it is by understanding his rights 
that he learns his duties; 
for. where the rights of men are 
equal, every man must finally 
see the necessity of protecting the 
rights of others as the most effectual 
security for his own. 
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I was naturally surprised at such a profound conclu­
sion. I asked the student how he had discovered such an 
appropriate one. He stated that his father was well-read 
on Thomas Paine and many more of the early American writers 
and politicians. He had heard him quote this many times. 
When he began his theme that night he recalled these words 
and asked his father to repeat them for him. 
This incident recalls another theme written by a 
young student who said that she remembered the one time when 
her father wanted to whip her. She was very young and in 
the beginners class in Sunday school. Her Sunday School 
teacher had taught her about God taking care of his little 
"sheep." She had brought her card home and was reading it 
aloud there in the room with her parents. When she reached 
the word "sheep", she said "sheeps." Both parents were on 
the alert at once. Her father lowered his newspaper and 
asked her what she called the word. She repeated "sheeps." 
He explained to her patiently the correct pronunciation of 
the word and gave her grammatical rules for it. Childlike, 
she wanted to call it what her teacher did. Upon her in­
sistence, her father lost his patience and demanded that she 
never say "sheeps" again. 
Her father, by the way, was a minister who had earlier 
taught school for many years and was an English major. **e 
is one of the town's leading citizens. 
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Many students were very wise in their selection of 
subject matter, for written topics often were of work in 
another course. By using this subject matter they killed 
two birds with one stone. They wrote a theme for English 
class and at the same time accumulated facts in some other 
field of knowledge. 
I discovered the student's interest in hobbies, movies, 
music, literature and art also his knowledge of national 
and world affairs. I discovered his familiarity with the 
current political setting, his knowledge of intellectual 
values, his ability to associate events with names and with 
characters. 
These discoveries revealed to me the intellectual 
levels of the students I taught. 
When student treated abstract subjects, I was always 
careful to discover whether it was his own thinking or 
material taken from a book. For the most part it was book 
material, but often I was gratified to find it was the 
student's own. I gave some such subjects to a group of 
students to discover some suitable for participation in 
essay writing for the Interscholastic Leagues. I was pleased 
to discover that I had some students who developed these 
subjects well and the written products were definitely the 
student's own based on reading and study. Sincere thinking 
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was definitely present in these students. I would say of 
them that they were students of judgement and original in 
thought. 
Until the experiment is tried, one does not realize 
how much a student reveals about himself, his family, his 




It is most difficult for one to conclude a study of 
this kind. In fact after one year of studying themes to 
discover what they revealed of the studentfs cultural 
background, I cannot truthfully say that I am concluding the 
study. Henceforth, when I pick up a written composition, 
it will not only be to grade the subject matter and check 
it for grammatical errors but also to look beyond the printed 
page to discover what "ink and white paper" have revealed. 
Nor should there be a conclusion. Society is ever 
changing and ever new. Culture is not static. Just as 
certain as new generations come and go, the cultural back­
ground of a community is ever changing and ever new. What 
has been discovered about the cultural background of the 
students of Cameron for the year 1951-1952, will be different 
from what will be discovered ten or twenty years from now. 
If a knowledge of the student^ cultural background is 
necessary for providing techniques and methods of teaching 
grammar to meet the various language needs of the student, 
then one readily sees the necessity of such a study con­
tinuing. 
Certain conclusions, however, can be reached about any 
particular study made for a certain period of time, and it 
is in this light that the conclusions in this study are made. 
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The study has first substantiated the assumption that 
the written compositions of high school English students 
reflect their cultural background. 
When a student picks up pen and paper to write, the 
subject matter which he has at hand is that which is a part 
of his environment—his friends, his family, his community, 
sometimes his opinions and his ideals. This kind of material 
is naturally interesting to him, and he chooses to put his 
mind on it because he likes it. Being accustomed to think­
ing about it, he needs only to arrange the material of which 
he has supreme command on paper. 
Every phase of his writing reflects this cultural 
background—his choice in selection of subjects and the 
subject matter of the composition reveal his cultural 
background. His ability to master abstract subjects and 
subject matter reflects his maturity and profoundness of 
thought, and the manner in which he presents his subject 
matter reflects his ability to arrange ideas and words syste­
matically and his emotional stability. 
The information which has been revealed of the student's 
cultural background could have come by no other means except 
by writing. No other course in school offers uninhibited 
self-expression as the course in written composition. Oral 
composition would not be adequate, for a student, in speaking, 
has the eyes and ears of the class on him. Every expression, 
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every gesture, every movement serves to keep him ever aware 
of an audience, and nhe must gauge his words and bridle his 
tongue." 
When he is writing, he is alone in his own private 
world. Hidden desires, future ambitions, suppressed emotions 
all flow forth as "ink and white paper" do their work. 
Writing is thinking set down on paper. Writing thus 
reflects the writer, for, quoting a much used but ever ade­
quate proverb: 
"As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he." 
Thus the information gained from this study I consider 
authentic information of the student*s cultural background. 
Again I have discovered the writing itself as instrumental 
in improving the student's cultural status. Writing is an 
art. For the one who participates in the art, it is a means 
of refining expression which no other course presents. The 
practice in clear ogranized writing stimulates clear organized 
thought and thereby builds character; strong character is 
a sign of the cultured. Again writing increases the vocabu­
lary; the sign of the intellectual is the ability to express 
ideas and thoughts adequately with a nimble command of words « 
Writing concerns itself with one's hopes, ideals, 
prejudices and emotions. Proper guidance and counseling is 
sure to direct these hopes, ideals, emotions, and prejudices 
in the right channel. 
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Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the role of the 
teacher in her ability to meet the pupils on the common 
footing of interests in composition. She must be directly 
concerned with these hopes, ideals, emotions, prejudices and 
manners. She must be concerned with her students as people, 
younger, yes, but on the whole like herself. The themes 
her students write must be first of all signs of careful 
forethought of which the student is endowed even before he 
writes the theme. In order that her students produce these 
effective themes, the teacher must not forget that they must 
know and practice rules of effective grammar. 
Finally, the information received from this study proved 
to me that in order to best meet the language needs of the 
high school English students, which vary widely because of 
their cultural backgrounds, I must employ methods and 
techniques of teaching according to these backgrounds. 
If these students are to attain the enlightenment and 
discipline that are characteristic of the intellectual, if 
they are to be able in adulthood to master the are of living 
by possessing a command of their language, their customs, 
religion, industries, and all of their social inheritance, 
to the greatest extent possible, through the courses in 
English and literature, this study will have played a major 
role. 
Nor is this study alone important for the teacher of Eng­
lish in the 0. J. Thomas High School. All English teachers, 
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who hold the destinies of young minds and spirits in their 
grasp, should busy themselves to discover the cultural 
background of their students, if they would best fit them for 
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